
The seismic refraction technique is based on the
refraction of seismic energy at the interfaces between
subsurface/geological layers of different velocity.

uses very similar equipment
to seismic reflection, typically utilising geophones in an
array, and a seismic source (shot).

By picking the time of the first arrival of seismic energy at
each geophone, a plot of travel-time against distance
along the survey line can be generated. This type of
graph is shown in the schematic to the . The
gradients of the lines in this type of plot are related to the
seismic velocity of the subsurface layers. The final
output is a velocity/depth profile for the refractors as
shown

The
seismic refraction method

The schematic diagram ( ) illustrates the
path of seismic waves propagating from a source at the
surface. Some of the seismic energy travels along the
surface in the form of a However, when a
seismic wave encounters an interface between two
different soil or rock layers a portion of the energy is

and the remainder will propagate through the
layer boundary at a angle.

At a of incidence the wave is
and will travel parallel to the interface at the

speed of the underlying layer. Energy from this critically
refracted wave returns to the surface in the form of a

, which may arrive at the more distant
geophones before the direct wave.
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Basic Theory

Seismic velocity cross-section showing the bedrock
profile beneath a route of a proposed pipeline.

Another approach available for the interpretation of
refraction data is the modelling and inversion of the
acquired seismic velocities. By modelling the paths
taken through the subsurface by the seismic energy, or
‘ray tracing’, the thickness of each layer in the model can
be adjusted in an iterative manner until a solution is
achieved. This produces a cross-sectional velocity
model of the subsurface. Borehole records can further
calibrate the data to provide levels of the subsurface
layers across the survey line.
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SEISMIC REFRACTION

Equipment is computer controlled, portable and
offers rapid data collection at relatively low cost.

Applications
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Stratigraphic mapping
Estimation of depth to bedrock
Estimation of depth to water table
Predicting the rippability of specific rock types
Locating sinkholes
Landfill investigations
Geotechnical investigations

For further information, visit us at www.rsk.co.uk or contact:
George Tuckwell: gtuckwell@rsk.co.uk (Tel: +44 (0)1442 416656)



Data Examples
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Defining Geological Boundaries

Competent bedrock

This seismic refraction survey locates the geological
boundaries between layers. shows the typical
equipment used in this type of survey.

Figure 1
Figure 2 displays a

colour cross section of the ground along the survey line
reflecting the associated velocities.

A 4-layer model is suggested by the travel time data,
with layer velocities of 0.3km/s, 0.6km/s, 1.4km/s and
2.1km/s. shows the interpreted boundaries.Figure 3

Data acquisition stage

Here an accelerated weight-
drop seismic source was
deployed as part of a survey
in Somerset.
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For further information, visit us at www.rsk.co.uk or contact:
George Tuckwell: gtuckwell@rsk.co.uk (Tel: +44 (0)1442 416656)


